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ABOUT TBWA\BOLT

BOLT is TBWA\China’s in-house social business lab that focuses on Gen Z.  

BOLT helps brands connect with this diverse, complex, and versatile generation 

by truly understanding the people behind the labels. 

BOLT services include publishing the voice of young consumers,

creating disruptive brand experiences native to young consumers lives and mindsets, 

and producing ideas in-house.  

BOLT is continuously connected to the freshest platforms, 

the newest trends and the hottest viewpoints of young people in China.
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Brands in China today see Bilibili as a platform for influencer 

marketing for Gen Z consumers, but to users of the platform, 

Bilibili is much more than that. It hosts, shelters and inspires 

millions of minds every day, or more precisely, these minds 

inspire each other. In this report, we’ve “uncoded" and zoomed in 

on user behaviors from data and media tags to understand 

the fascinating reasons behind those behaviors. 
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1  According to the Q3 financial report of Bilibili, monthly active users are 267 million. According to China's 2010 Census Report, the total 

   number of young people born in the 1990s and 00s in China is approximately 370 million. At Bilibili the proportion of young users is about 80%.

2  The speech of Li Ni, vice chairman and COO of Bilibili, at the "Generation Z Film and Television Content Creation Forum" hosted by the Ninth 

   China Network Audiovisual Conference and Bilibili on June 4, 2021
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IF YOU ONLY HAVE FIVE MINUTES, BELOW IS A SUMMARY OF THE KEY CONTENT FEATURED IN THIS REPORT, 

CONTENT

  “Why Bilibili when my brand is already on youth platforms like Tiktok and Red?”
 Case: Fanta “Fanta X Bilibili Creative Festival’

 “Is Bilibili premium enough for a luxury brand?”
 Case: Guerlain “The uploader is completely tricked by 

   the 86-year-old ndma!”
 Case: Guerlain “It's the heartbeat! What kind of fairy dress is this? 

 Spring, hidden under the fairy dresses of young girls”

“Are uploaders reluctant to make commercial content?”
 Case: Nestlé ”The sister of longyin: sheep whistling strawberry”  
 Case: Geely Automobile “Magic? This is science!”
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BRAND IMPLICATIONS 
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Share a sense of belonging with low barriers

Uploaders and users grow together and relate to each other

Every generation has its voice

Behind the Bullet Screen is a public forum transcending time

Seek harmony

A teenager’s sense of humor with grownup discretion

A “down to earth” tonality, a deliberate choice against 
the over-refined mainstream narrative

Interest circles on Bilibili are constantly merging and evolving, 
driven by users’ curiosity and creativity

Achieving  ‘common prosperity’ with 

The new neighborhood online for youth 
when the old ones are disappearing in urbanization

The first online autonomous community for youth, 
with mutual surveillance and support

  “Can Bilibili drive sales for my brand?”
 Case: GirlCult “Into a chubby girl’s first-ever experience 

  of an intimate photoshoot” 

/2

  “Can I achieve the same success of Mixuebingcheng 
 with enough budget?”
  Case: OPPO ”A love story, then somebody has to die!”

/4

“Do I need to customize brand content for Bilibili?” 
 Case: Lynk&Co original song “Decide and go!”/6



ABOUT 
BILIBILI USERS

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS /  LANGUAGE AND AESTHETICS / COMMUNITY CIRCLES



SHARE A 
SENSE OF 
BELONGING 
WITH LOW 
BARRIERS

1/13（ （
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The mobile version of Bilibili released a new update in July 2021 
that allows users to view how many people are watching a video in 
real time, just like the web version. On the occasion, to celebrate, 
an uploader even made a video called “Yay! Now You Can See How 
Many People Are Watching the Video With You on Your Phone!”  
For young Bilibili users, it does not matter whether it is the 2019 
Bilibili Night Gala “The Most Beautiful Night” with 80 million people 
watching at the same time, or if it is a video that only has two or 
three people watching at the same time. The seemingly insignifi-
cant function of displaying real-time video viewership creates a 
feeling of participation and togetherness for the users, as if they are 
watching the video in front of the computer with a group of friends.

“Whenever it shows that there are two or three 
  people watching the video, I’m always curious to 
  find out who these people are. I would ask in the 
  bullet screen if anyone is there, and I get excited 
  for like 3 seconds if I receive a response!”

— Kuangyetugou (username), 5-year Bilibili user, 24 years old

Bilibili statistics show that there are as many as 12,000 users who 
send bullet screens online at the same time every minute; on 
average, 2.12 million bullet screens are sent every day1. The users 
establish a mere three-second connection with the rest of the 
community via these bullet screens without following each other or 
sending direct messages. This type of connection allows users to set 
their own boundaries and navigate in their own comfort zones. For 
some, it is the easy way out, they can avoid diving into a deeper 
relationship with other Bilibili users by simply casually chatting, with 
no obligation to actually get to know each other.

“I will have a quick conversation with the person if I 
  recognize the username, but I don’t necessarily 
  have the desire to meet him/her in real life.“

— EDITH, 10-year Bilibili user, 27 years old

In China there is a discussion of how difficult it is for “nomadic” 
young people to gain a sense of belonging in today’s society. 
However, it should not be overlooked that young people are now 
adapting themselves and their needs for belonging. The sense of 
belonging is no longer achieved only by the barista at the cafe 
down the corner, or meeting up with the same group of friends 
every week. The prevalence of bullet screens and the feature of 
real-time viewership allows simple interaction between users, 
providing a low involvement and low barrier way to build rapport 
and a sense of belonging. For Bilibili users, there is no need to find 
out the real identity of the person across the screen, nor is there a 
requirement for instant response. The sense of belonging is achieved 
through a few lines and opinions exchanged with people that share 
similar interests and who are watching the same content at the 
same time.

On Bilibili, young people do not need, nor do they want to spend a 
great deal of time and energy to maintain relationships. They have 
a unique mode of social interaction: get to know each other’s 
interests first, and then interact via the mechanisms provided by 
Bilibili. They are free to choose whether they want to get to know 
people in more depth, or set their own boundaries to stay in their 
comfort zones. 

1  IResearch “The ACG Industry The Prosperity of Youth Sub-Culture and 
   the Promising Future of ACG Market”



UPLOADERS AND 
USERS GROW 
T GETHER  
RELATE TO 
EACH OTHER

2/13（ （ Rui Chen, CEO of Bilibili, has said that every uploader at Bilibili was once a user. Uploaders 
and users are just like children that grow up in the same neighborhood, accompanying 
each other every step of the way. Users get to witness the growth of uploaders from “not 
knowing what to share” to “slowly finding his/her own style to express and create”. Upload-
ers are willing to share moments in their lives with users. For example, the uploader “A Ma 
Zong” recorded and shared his journey of proposing to his girlfriend, getting married and 
raising a child. Uploaders on Bilibili are mostly “users that are creating content”; they are 
not mature commercialized “key opinion leaders”.

As a result of this, users have more tolerance towards uploaders when they collaborate with 
brands. Brand collaborations and sponsorships are seen less as the result of a premeditated 
commercial drive, but more as successful milestones for uploaders that are worth celebrating. 
Users are also encouraged by the growth achievements of uploaders. To them, popular 
uploaders are living proof of the saying that “hard work pays off”. 

-03
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“Uploaders like LKS and Shi Yin didn’t have a lot of subscribers in the 
  beginning, and didn’t have a distinct content style. Now, they are 
  among the list of TOP 100 Bilibili uploaders, and as for me, I am now 
  more knowledgeable compared to when I was a student. Their 
  videos have accompanied my growth as well as their own.”

—  Zouzouzou (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 21 years old

“When I first followed ‘Da Lao Tian er’, she wasn’t that famous. Later on, 
  one of her concealer videos went viral and she started to receive atten-
  tion from brands. Now she is making profit from ads and has a bigger 
  fan base. I am very happy to see her grow because I can tell that she 
  puts a lot of effort into making these videos.”

— lisa_yyy (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 24 years old



This is in contrast to the more mature influencers operating on other platforms, where 
users never get to experience a similar growth over the same time period with influenc-
ers. Instead, they are usually immediately confronted with a wide gap between their lives 
and the lives of the influencers. In this instance, it is more likely for them to be less 
comfortable when influencers profit from them. 

At Bilibili, the unique high tolerance and acceptance of brand collaboration manifests 
itself in the fact that young uploaders do not need to hide or disguise the brand sponsor-
ship in their videos. Instead, they can be open and transparent about it. Even if it is 
revealed in the very first second that the video is sponsored, Bilibili users are typically not 
affected and in return, they actually expect to see a piece of sponsored content that is 
well-produced and high quality. If uploaders can dial up their professional abilities and 
create better content with the help of brands, brand sponsorship is not something Bilibili 
users turn away from. In fact, they may even respond with ‘More please!’ if you ask.

At Bilibili, uploaders with 100,000 subscribers can have the same ratio of “video play” to 
“user interaction” as uploaders with 500,000 subscribers. The growth and success of 
uploaders does not harm the rate of user interaction. In other words, every step of the 
uploaders’ growth is heavily based upon user interaction. Uploaders are not meant to 
be looked up to from a high position at a distance. They play a role as vital community 
partners who can hold conversations with the rest of the community.

9.00

10.00

12.80
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”Some uploaders that I am familiar with let us know upfront if a 
  video is sponsored. I will watch it anyway because I want to 
  support them and show my appreciation for the high-quality 
  content they create.“

— Hhhhhhhhzk, 7-year Bilibili user, 25 years old

IMAGE SOURCE: NEWRANK & BILIBILI “2020 BILIBILI UPLOADER VALUE REPORT”

THE RATIO OF “VIDEO PLAY” TO “USER INTERACTION” AMONG 
UPLOADERS WITH A DIFFERENT SCALE OF FANBASE 

500k

100k 

100k-500k 

53%

TOP1 TOP2 TOP3

47%
45%

DATA SOURCE: NEWRALK RESEARCH DATA, N=2000, SEPTEMBER 2020

IMAGE SOURCE: NEWRANK & BILIBILI “2020 BILIBILI UPLOADER VALUE REPORT”

HAVE 
PROFESSIONAL 
KNOWLEDGE 
AND SKILLSET 

IN A 
SPECIFIC FIELD

HAVE 
PERSONALITY 

AND CHARISMA
ARE SUPER 
CREATIVE 

 TOP 3 FEATURES THAT BILIBILI USERS THINK UPLOADERS HAVE



“As a user, I look at content, and care less 
  about age.”

3/13（ （EVERY GENERATION HAS 
ITS VOICE 

“Lu Zhengyi”, an elderly uploader on Bilibili, uses his 
superb woodcarving technique and personal communi-
cation style to win the love of Bilibili users. Similarly, 
uploader “Grandma Minci” has shared her experience 
during wartime, how she changed her destiny with 
education, how she escaped an arranged marriage 
and more. At Bilibili, the wisdom and experience from 
previous generations are heard by young people.

Just like the older generations, pre-teen uploaders also have 
their own voice on the platform. Uploader “Vita Jun” started 
to share programming knowledge on Bilibili when he was in 
the second grade. Two years later, 262,000 users regularly 
listen to his programming course. Through his videos, many 
young people discovered that programming is actually 
quite fun, and the knowledge learned can be used to 
develop games. At Bilibili, one can teach and spread ideas 
at a young age.

The Bilibili-made reality show “Summer Refuge”1 which had 
a solid rating of 8.1 on Douban2,  explored how “rookies" and 
“gurus” in life can understand each other better and make a 
positive impact.

Bilibili is disrupting the stereotypical perception that “social 
media platforms are equal to youth communities”, and 
breaking the convention of the “homogeneous demo-
graphic structure’ of social media”. Two of the most 
common sayings in society “kids know nothing” and “the 
older generation can no longer catch up with the present” 
do not exist on Bilibili. 

The speed and scale of China’s aging population continues to 
increase. In 2053, the elderly population of 60 years and over 
will reach a peak of 487 million. The nation will gradually 
move towards moderate, severe or even deep aging3.  On 
other platforms, older generations are often present in a 
passive way. However, on Bilibili, the older generations have 
the power to cast serious influence on younger generations 
and are credible enough to share professional insights and 
expertise on a range of topics. At Bilibili, everyone (regardless 
of age) has the power to influence the younger generation. 

71%

13% 16%

IMAGE SOURCE: BILIBIILI “2021 BILIBILI UPLOADER 
ECOSYSTEM REPORT”

DATA SOURCE: BILIBILI, UPLOADERS AGE 18 AND ABOVE
 COMPARISON INTERVAL 
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— Corinne, 2-year Bilibili user, 23 years old

“Bilibili has a high level of tolerance. Regard-
less of the age of the uploaders, they can all 
find their own space and be heard.”

— lisa_yyy (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 24 years old

AGE DISTRIBUTION
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1  Summer Refuge’ is a Bilibili self-made reality show that was aired in 2020.  
Under the guidance of , the  

invited three experienced elders who have lived in Shanghai for a long 

time to start a 21-day intergenerational cohabitation experience with 

young people who have unique life attitudes.

2

    to record information and create content related to film, books, music,  

    recent events, and activities in Chinese cities. It has built the reputation in  

    film rating.

3  BBC News “ China's population: the official census totals 1.41 billion, the  

    growth rate has dropped slightly, and the aging ‘has become a national  

    condition’ ” 



4/13（ （

The Bilibili bullet screen is a vehicle that transcends time. There is a mixture of bullet screens that were sent just a minute ago to ones that 
were sent a year ago. This feature does not negatively affect the viewer’s experience, but enriches it. It is an interaction between the live 
user and the ones that came before, as well as a note that the user leaves for others that follow. 

These “real-time“ interactions that transcend time contribute to the community atmosphere. 
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On the eve of the release of Bilibili’s annual bullet screen numbers in 2021, the cumulative total of bullet screens on Bilibili had 
exceeded 10 billion1, with the highest record of the total number of bullet screens in a single video reaching almost 6 million2.

— Miのdahuang (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 25 years old

1  NetEase News ‘The total number of bullet screen exceeds 10 billion, 2021 annual bullet screen “Po Fang Le” ‘

2  From “A Certain Scientific Railgun” Season 1

“I have the habit of sending bullet screens. It makes me feel that I am 
  communicating with a lot of people. It fulfills my desire to express myself. 
  But I don’t really care if people respond back.”
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BEHIND THE BULLET SCREEN IS 
A PUBLIC FORUM 
TRANSCENDING TIME
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“The bullet screens and the content of the video are synchronized. The bullet 
  screens are essentially comments made by users as they watch the content. 
  For that reason, even if it is a bullet screen that was sent years ago, it can still feel 
  like it is fresh from the oven.”

— Corinne, 2-year Bilibili user, 23 years old

While the Internet overcomes the barrier of space, it has yet to break free from the shackles of time. With 
constant information overflow, the popularity of the most hot topics on the web usually lasts for a 
maximum of three days. Defying this, the bullet screen has become a dynamic, time-spanning, virtual, 
and synchronized discussion mechanism, creating a language dialogue system that allows the residents 
of the community to interact more. According to the 2021 Q3 Earnings Announcement of Bilibili, the 
monthly average number of interactions exceeded 10 billion, an increase of 86%3 over the same period 
last year. This also means that on average, a person interacts 1.27 times a day4.

The unique form of the bullet screen also controls the community atmosphere to a certain extent. All the 
exchanges between users are based on the content itself, and can be distributed based on the different 
time frames, thereby reducing irrelevant exchanges. Therefore, even if the community expands, the 
conversations that are happening in the community are still controlled.
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3 Tencent News “Bilibili Q3 Earnings Announcement: monthly active users reached 267 million, and the  

   average daily usage time was 88 minute” 

4 NEWRANK & Bilibili “2020 Bilibili Uploader Value Report” & 2021 Q3 Earnings Announcement: 

  “Monthly average number of interactions/monthly active users/30 days”
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The extreme negativity and hostility that can be common on the 
Internet has not particularly affected the language and atmo-
sphere on Bilibili. There are very few personal attacks, troll 
comments, excessive profanity and cancel culture within the 
Bilibili community.

Even for “fandom” which is highly controversial elsewhere on the 
Internet, there are few serious conflicts between fans and the 
other circles on Bilibili. Fan circles do not fully integrate them-
selves into the Bilibili community and maintain a good habit of 
“staying within the circle”. They maintain strict organizational 
management within Bilibili and rely on the content mechanism 
of Bilibili for autonomous quality content production. For 
example, Bilibili is one of the major gathering places for K-pop 
fans in China, and there are uploaders specifically making 
content to archive music videos and fan-directed content of 
Korean pop stars. For these K-pop fans, Bilibili provides a very 
convenient platform for finding content related to their idols. 
For the rest of the Bilibili community, as long as they do not 
search for words related to K-pop or that circle, they can avoid 
seeing related content.

“Bilibili is gaining more traffic, and growing 
  bigger. It now has a broader audience and 
  becomes even more diverse and tolerant.“

— Miのdahuang (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 25 years old

At Bilibili, topics that are prone to controversy on other platforms 
tend to be resolved to a certain extent. For example, the topic of 
“leftover women”, which is often discussed on the Internet, usually 
causes large-scale confrontations between men and women on 
other platforms. On Bilibili, however, the uploaders and users are 
more willing to look at the issue in a more rational way, or try to 

“Of course Bilibili also has its problems. There 
  are people who vent hostile emotions and 
  deliberately provoke disputes. However, com-
  pared to users of other platforms, Bilibili has 
  more ‘die-hard loyal fans’. A lot of them 
  witnessed the growth of the platform and would 
  naturally want to protect their ‘secret base’ from 
  bad influence.” 

—  Miのdahuang (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 25 years old

A frequently mentioned figure in reports is the education level 
of platform users. For example, the proportion of users with a 
bachelor degree or above at Bilibili is 10% higher than the the 
average internet user1, but this 10% difference may not fully 
explain the dissimilarity between the language atmosphere of 
Bilibili and those of other platforms. Compared with objective 
factors such as educational backgrounds, the difference of how 
users perceive and treat the different platforms may have the 
greater impact on the language atmosphere. The young people 
on Bilibili embrace a protective mentality. Not seeing them-
selves as outsiders, they want to “understand each other”, 
which to a certain extent reduces the hostility of the platform 
from the root.

1 QuestMobile "2020 Z Generation Insight Report"

make sense of it in a more open-minded, sometimes even with 
a self-deprecating position. In a Bilibili documentary about 
“leftover women”, a comment that received a huge number of 
thumb-ups says, “I feel that everyone has the right to pursue 
their own happiness and ideal partner, but you also have to 
bear all the consequences that may come with this process. 
You may not have a happy ending. The most important thing 
then, is to not regret.”



“Personally I think the humorous expression is 
related to the positioning of the platform. Bilibili 
is known for encouraging its users to create 
content that goes against the norm, so naturally 
there is a lot of content on the site that is 
creative and full of humor.”

-09

After the Heilongjiang dorm inspection incident1 went 
viral on the Internet in 2021, Bilibili users quickly 
produced derivative videos such as mixed cuts, remixes, 
and COSPLAY using a witty tone to satirize the bureau-
cracy of the college students behind the incident.

Evolving from a relatively exclusive niche cultural community for 
young people, Bilibili has cultivated a language style unique to 
young people for expressing opinions on different social issues. 
For Bilibili users, even when they encounter social issues that are 
highly controversial, they are more inclined to use humorous 
language to be critical and speak out.

6/13

A TEENAGER’S 
SENSE OF 
HUMOR WITH 
GROWNUP 
DISCRETION

“I think remakes and remix-themed content 
  can be used as a more light-hearted 
  approach to talking about social issues.”

— Corinne, 2-year Bilibili user, 23 years old 

—  lisa_yyy (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 24 years old
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1  What’s on Weibo “A viral video showing the arrogant and authoritarian  

   way in which a team of students inspects the dorms at a vocational  

   college in Heilongjiang, China.”



This type of humor can be seen in most of the content on Bilibili. For example, outside Bilibili, 
people with disabilities are very often associated with “pep talks”, but on Bilibili, they can also 
share their joy and anxiety just like everybody else and talk about the inconveniences in their 
lives in a casual manner. On Bilibili, the subject of “marriage pressure” is not always presented 
in the expected form of opposition between young people and their parents. There are 
videos capturing various ways parents, in different cities, nag their kids into getting married. 
For young people on Bilibili, dealing with life and talking about embarrassing and disappoint-
ing moments with humor is a unique coping mechanism and way of self-acceptance.

It is worth mentioning that the humor on Bilibili is done with a high level of decency that 
knows how far to go and when to stop. If an uploader reveals their disability, illness, or is 
discussing serious social issues, such as human trafficking, the users of Bilibili are usually 
cautious and empathetic. In these situations, users would convey goodwill or support to the 
uploader or the party concerned, and stop the untimely humor of others.
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“Compared to the ‘pseudo-delicacy’ promoted by other 
  platforms, I like how Bilibili is real and down-to-earth.”

-11

In contrast to other platforms that invest hundreds of millions of dollars 
into show development, Bilibili went another route and hosted its 2020 
variety show “Rap for Youth” by painting the walls in abandoned 
factories, an act that has won the favor of users on Bilibili. 

7/13

A “DOWN TO EARTH” TONALITY, 
A DELIBERATE CHOICE AGAINST 

— Miのdahuang (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 25 years old
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Bilibili users often comment on how “down to earth” videos are, but at the same time, they cannot help but like the videos. With 
perfection and unreal filters projected as the norm, perhaps the young people on Bilibili simply enjoy the feeling of “rebellion”.  While 
this maybe unintentional, it can be seen that Bilibili have an expectation and appreciation for authenticity rather than heavy editing 
and excessive filtering.

Users on Bilibili do not really care about how fancy a show’s packaging is or how heavy the investment is, but care more about 
whether the competition system is fair, whether the voices of the contestants can be heard, and whether the work is authentic. By 
covering topics like middle-age perceptions, gender inequality, marriage, school bullying, family education and so on, Bilbili’s “Rap 
for Youth” rose against the fixed patterns of mainstream rap shows and the trap of empty and meaningless expressions which 
Chinese rap tends to fall into.

In July 2021, Chinese music duo Phoenix Legend became popular on Bilibili. Their cover of "Under he Sea" has received more than 
28 million views and 119,000 bullet screens. The sudden popularity of such a perceived old-fashioned heavy metal duo made the 
outside world question the aesthetics and taste of young people on Bilibili. Is “down to earth” the key to success on Bilibili? 
The answer lies in the comments and the bullet screens that paid tribute to the undeniable vocal skills of the pair as well as the 
inclusiveness shown in the lyrics of their adaptation. The top comment that received more than 130,000 likes said: "A male-female 
musical duo who have been in the industry for almost two decades. No rumors, no drama, no nothing. They both have their own 
families and lives. When they appear in public, it is pretty much all about their music (and a small number of non-musical variety 
shows). Their music is natural, not overly-sentimental or whiny, and is loved by all ages. This is what celebrities should be like.“ 
The young people on Bilibili are choosing authenticity.

7/13



“Bilibili is more like a long-term course that we enroll in. We don’t use it for 
temporary problem solving.“

On other social media platforms, young people tend to 
look for answers to specific questions they have in mind. 
They treat other platforms like a new search engine2. For 
example, on Red, 63% of the users (post 90s) have the 
habit of searching. With the increasing prevalence of 
short videos and short text with images, young people are 
used to access content within a short time span. The 
media is adapting to the short attention span of young 
people by creating eye-catching headlines and feeding 
them information that can be digested in only 3 seconds3. 
However, young people have a completely different 
attitude towards Bilibili.

8/13
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GO TO ZHIHU FOR

A N S W E R S 

GO TO BILIBILI 

F O R 

Q U E S T I O N S

ZHIHU FOR 
ANSWERS 
BILIBILI FOR 
QUESTIONS 

— Da Fan, 4-year Bilibili user, 25 years old

1
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77% 64% 59% 56% 53%

CONTENT IS MORE 
COMPLETE

THE INTERPRETATION 
OF INFORMATION IS 

MORE IN DEPTH

MORE INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN THE 

CONTENT 

BETTER FILMING 
AND PRODUCTION 

MORE 
IMMERSIVE

IMAGE SOURCE: NEWRANK & BILIBILI “2020 BILIBILI UPLOADER VALUE REPORT”

Analysis shows that videos on Bilibili have a similar bullet screen 
interaction rate in the first few seconds, the middle of the video, 
and at the end4, which means that the young people on Bilibili 
are relatively patient and usually finish watching an entire video. 
Not only do they finish watching, their average daily usage time 
on Bilibili has reached 88 minutes5, and the content they watch 
every month can span more than 20 secondary content catego-
ries6. Among the TOP100 videos on Bilibili in the past 30 days, 
videos that are 10 minutes and more accounted for 28%7.

At Bilibili, young people don’t browse with a strong sense of 
purpose or a specific agenda, they hold a spontaneous attitude 
to look for subjects and topics that they are curious about.  
They are willing to slow down on Bilibili, spending more time to 
explore, feel and reflect. The length of the mid to long video 
also gives uploaders more space and time to communicate 
content with more depth and breadth, while giving viewers the 
opportunity to broaden their perspectives and gain more from 
the process. 

This contrasts with Xigua Video, a video-sharing platform that 
also focuses on mid to long videos, but does not share the same 
user behavior with Bilibili. While blue collar category and lifestyle 

related videos do relatively well on Xigua Video, knowledge-
based uploaders are struggling to survive on the platform. 
This may have something to do with the user portfolio of Xigua 
Video. Data shows that in 2019, the gender distribution of 
Xigua Video users was dominated by men, with 30plus-year-old 
users accounting for about 70%, and more than half of users 
from third, fourth, and fifth tier cities and below8.

1  Zh hu, a Chinese question-and-answer website where questions are  

    created, answered, edited and organized by the community of its users. 

2  JMedia “Xiaohongshu, heading toward search” 

3  Sina Finance “The era of reading on screen, a generation with Attention  

    Deficit Syndrome” 

4  Zhihu article by Snoopy “Bilibili data analysis”

5  Tencent News  “Bilibili released Q3 Earnings Announcement: monthly  

    active users reached 267 million, and the average daily usage time was 88 minutes.”

6  NEWRANK & Bilibili “2020 Bilibili Uploader Value Report”

7  Manual collection of statistics on Xinzhan, as of 2021-12-14.

8  JMedia "The war between Xigua and Bilibili”

WHAT ADVANTAGES DO BILIBILI USERS THINK MID TO LONG VIDEO HAVE?
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INTEREST CIRCLES ON BILIBILI ARE CONSTANTLY 
MERGING AND EVOLVING, DRIVEN BY USERS’ 
CURIOSITY AND CREATIVITY < >

9/13

The recent updated co-creation function 
on Bilibili has made cross-circle collabora-
tion between uploaders more transparent. 
Since its founding in 2009, Bilibili spent 
more than a decade to establish over 
7,000 youth cultural circles. However, how 
the circles interacted, split, merged and 
evolved has not been explained.

-15



From our interviews with young people, we see another possibility of how interest circles interconnect.

When we zoom in on granularity, the connectivity of interest circles can be seen by the interaction between the uploaders and their 
co-creations. Among the TOP100 Bilibili videos that have been viewed in the past 30 days, 8 are cross collaboration videos between 
uploaders1. When we zoom out of the granularity, this kind of connectivity can also be seen with every single user. In the 1-2 hours of 
daily usage, users are like messengers walking around various circles. Perhaps without even realizing it, young people on Bilibili are 
wandering between circles and exchanging information with fresh perspectives.

The interaction among different circles is where the vitality of youth culture lies with no obvious boundary between circles. At Bilibili, 
the circles follow the people, and not the other way around.

 9/13

”At first, I was only into opera, but then I discovered that the opera 
  circle is naturally connected with the imitation makeup circle and 
  the Hanfu (Chinese traditional clothing) circle, so I got to know some 
  people who have similar but not exactly the same interests as me.“

-16

— Yedayu (username), 6-year Bilibili user, 23 years old

1  Manual collection of statistics on Xinzhan, as of 2021-12-14.
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“At Bilibili, it is easy to click into videos from different circles. Over time, I started to learn more 
about non-mainstream circles, such as horror game livestream, mukbang and so on.”

When it comes to the interconnectivity of different circles, the role of the community cannot be overlooked. Bilibili has 
officially organized 1,227 cross-circle creative activities1. It can be seen that the vitality of the community does not come from 
independent activities from different parts of the community, but from a notion of inclusiveness where "everyone is family”.

10/13

“WHAT I DON’T KNOW" VS. “WHAT I 
 LIKE TO SEE” 

—   Kuangyetugou (username), 5-year Bilibili user, 24 years old



“I was looking at sneaker reviews, then the recommendation led me to videos on Nike 
and Adidas business in China.“

Every “recommendation” on Bilibili is a “booster”. It helps users gain a broader perspective and explore a world that 
is beyond “unlimited”.

The recommendation system helps young people to continuously break down problems, go deeper, and ultimately 
explore previously-unknown territory. In this era of Big Data, where “personalized content catering” may be pursued 
for profit, then Bilibili is willing to give up short term ROI for more user life-time value. Bilibili dares to take the road 
less traveled and help young people break free from knowing what they do not, removing tunnel vision.

-18
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1  Bilibili Official Event List (https://www.bilibili.com/blackboard/x/act_list/)

— Dafan, 4-year Bilibili user, 25 years old
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ACHIEVING 
“COMMON PROSPERITY” 
WITH THE UNIQUE 
CONTENT 
RECOMMENDATION 
ALGORITHM

On Bilibili the principal of “common prosperity” is evident. There is an encouraging community atmosphere 
on Bilibili that allows all levels of uploaders to have the opportunity to be seen and recommended.

While the algorithm of Xigua Video gives top uploaders a greater chance to be recommended to users1, 
Bilibili allocates 70% of traffic to small and medium uploaders and even uploaders with few subscribers2, 
and lists “share” as the most important parameter, not the number of views or subscribers. Therefore, 
Bilibili users can often see uploaders that only have a few thousand subscribers appear in the daily 
trending video rank. In other words, even an uploader with a small fan base can gain volume through 
high-quality content under the recommendation algorithm of the platform.

-19
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A COMPLETE AND NORMAL PLAY OF THE VIDEO IS THE PREMISE OF OTHER WEIGHTS 
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During the Bilibili World exhibition in 2021, an uploader named "Old Yuzhu" uploaded a live video doing a cosplay of the game 
character Lady Dimitrescu. The uploader put on 20 cm high heels and carefully prepared clothing that fit the role, becoming 
the "highest coser at Bilibili World". The video had over 6 million views, and “Old Yuzhu” has slowly accumulated nearly 
200,000 fans from the 40,000 to 50,000 she had when the video was released.

“I will follow new uploaders based on the recommendation algorithm. I once followed an 
uploader who only ha  a few thousand subscribers from the home furnishing category.”

— Zouzouzou (username), Bilibili  21 years old

Bilibili allows users to see better and richer content on a larger scale. This means that Bilibili has a unique recommendation 
standard for the originality and quality of content that cannot be completed by simple algorithms. Behind the scenes, Bilibili has 
indeed put a lot of effort into manual screening and recommendations, valuing the sincerity of content over the number of 
subscribers, to best eliminate algorithmic bias.

This kind of effort has also mobilized the creative enthusiasm of the community as a whole. The average monthly number of 
active uploaders on Bilibili has reached 2.7 million, an increase of 61% year-on-year; the average monthly video submission 
volume exceeded 10 million, an increase of 80% year-on-year.3

1  36kr “Bilibili vs Xigua Video：New Uploaders And Videos Comparative Analysis”

2  The Full Text of The Speech Delivered by Bilibili Chairman and CEO Chen Rui at Bilibili 11th Anniversary

3  NEWRANK & Bilibili “2020 Bilibili Uploader Value Report” & 2021 Q3 Earnings Announcement
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12/13
On its 11th anniversary, Bilibili publicly disclosed its user retention 
rate. Among users from 2009 when Bilibili was established, 64% 
are still active on the platform. In other words, nearly two-thirds 
of users have lived in the Bilibili community for 11 years1, which is 
almost equal to the time span from elementary school to high 
school graduation. Indeed, many post-95s rarely have such a 
long-lasting memory for a specific community or neighborhood 
in real life. 

 ”I like to have my favorite Bilibili uploader’s video open as 
   background music when I do work.“

 

—Dafan, 4-year Bilibili user, 25 years old



12/13

In the talk show “Thirteen Invitations”, , Professor 
of Anthropology from the University of Oxford talks about 
the disappearance of “nearby”2. In the Bilibili community, 
the concept of "nearby" has shifted from physical to 
psychological. For young people, when the environment 
and the people around them in real life are changing 
rapidly, there is still a “nearby” space that carries key 
elements that represent "nearby" from the past — providing 
stability and familiarity.

This “nearby”, is felt when a user opens the video of a 
familiar uploader, read the comments, and laughs with the 
bullet screens. It is like meeting up with neighbors, or doing 
your own thing while listening to the daily routine of others.

On the 10th anniversary of its establishment in 2019, 
Bilibili launched a 10-year membership event. Even 
though people may not know where they will be in 10 
years, or what they will be doing, Bilibili will continue to 
accompany them. The event provided young people 
with a virtual household registration and residence 
permit, demonstrating the platform’s idea of "nearby" 
and the virtual neighborhood it has become.

”Bilibili is my daily essential, I can’t go a 
  day without it.“

-22

— “Miのdahuang (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 25 years old

1  Bilibili 2021 Q3 Earnings Announcement 

2  The so called “disappearance of ‘nearby’” refers to the observation that young people are less and less aware of the  

    people and things around them. They are aware of their own space and what’s happening in the world, but they don’t  

    care, don’t understand, don’t think about, and have no desire to get to know this "nearby" in the middle.
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THE FIRST ONLINE 
AUTONOMOUS 
COMMUNITY 
FOR YOUTH, 
WITH MUTUAL 
SURVEILLANCE AND 
SUPPORT
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Bilibili has created virtual spaces and functions such as the 
Black Room and the Discipline Committee to help young 
people better manage themselves on the platform. Since 
the establishment of the Discipline Committee in 20171 , 
there has been a daily average of 39,745 members active 
on the committee. In the first quarter of 2021, 680,000 
users participated in likes and reports of bullet screens on 
the platform every day, helping the community deal with 
more than 210,000 malicious bullet screens2. The way they 
deal with malicious comments is not to simply expose users 
who posted inappropriate content, but they try to commu-
nicate by creating or quoting poetry lines. For example, 
when a Bilibili user scorned other users with filthy language, 
the Discipline Committee banned his account and gave a 
comment in the form of ancient Chinese poetry. 

The function of the Discipline Committee was upgraded 
and expanded in 2021. In addition to supervision, the 
members of the committee are also tasked to find more 
interesting, warm, high value and quality content.

This expansion on Bilibili has been possible as its users 
sincerely view Bilibili as “a space of their own" and are 
willing to actively participate in community maintenance 
and governance, allowing Bilibili to continue to operate in 
a healthy manner.

13/13

“At Bilibili, in addition to the platform super-
vision mechanism, users themselves also 
consciously maintain the harmony of the 
platform. Considering the ‘hostility’ of the 
current Internet environment, the ‘harmo-
ny’ of Bilibili is very rare, so we want to 
maintain it.”
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— “Miのdahuang (username), 7-year Bilibili user , 25 years old



If users just simply “stay” at Bilibili, then Bilibili is not a community. However, if users can find their own roles to play and 
duties to perform, help each other, supervise each other, voluntarily build, govern, and share together, then a real 
community is formed. This is the Bilibili of today.

13/13

“I have seen many situations where uploaders at Bilibili help one another. For example, 
uploader MediaStorm posts educational videos to help other uploaders improve their 
shooting environment and video quality.”

THE FIRST ONLINE AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITY FOR YOUTH, WITH MUTUAL SURVEILLANCE AND SUPPORT

-25

Apart from supervising each other, users at Bilibili also share their skills to help those in need.

In 2021, “Therapist Zhu Mingjun”, a Bilibili uploader, received an e-sports bed co-produced by Bilibili and uploader 
“GOUBA”. Zhu Mingjun is a disabled person with high paraplegia. He obtained a psychologist license and learned 
how to operate a video game joystick with his mouth. Bilibili had been paying attention to the situation of this 
uploader, and invited GOUBA, who is skilled at space transformation, to make an e-sports bed to enhance the life 
experience for Zhu Mingjun. GOUBA accepted the invitation, and another uploader with only 19 subscribers provided 
hardware support for GOUBA for free. In the end, an e-sports bed that meets the needs of the disabled was devel-
oped. The invention truly improved Zhu Mingjun's quality of life.

— Zouzouzou (username), 7-year Bilibili user, 21 years old 1  Bilibili Community Discipline Committee: It is composed of     

    volunteered users who are highly active in the community and     

    have no record of violations. Members can conduct public     

    judgments on certain community behaviors and vote to determine  

    whether the behavior is considered a violation. 

2  Bilibili 2020 Annual Environment, Society and Management Report
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To date, Bilibili has not extensively commercialized its platform in comparison with other 

major social media platforms in China. 

We are inclined to believe that this is a deliberate strategy. In 2020, the average numbers of 

subscribers and likes of the “Top 100 uploaders” on Bilibili were 3.56 million and 18.6 million. On 

Xigua Video, the numbers were 1.55 million and 0.92 million. The key to this data performance lies in 

the users, not the uploaders. In 2020, a well-known uploader of Bilibili left the platform for Xigua 

Video, but after leaving, his video viewership on Xigua Video was less than one-tenth of the same video 

played on Bilibili. Most of his subscribers did not follow him to Xigua. Therefore, for Bilibili, the most 

important thing is to take care of its users, so that users are willing to invest in the community.

This community has never blocked the entry of brands, but rather it needs brands to help change the old mind-

set of collaboration with other platforms. If the brand wants to do good for the the community and contributes to 

the construction of the community so that the users can enjoy more, then the community will give back to the brand. 

There are a considerable number of brands that have already done so successfully. One can see examples of branded 

videos on the popular video list every day.

By answering the questions that brands often have for Bilibili, we can provide more specific understanding of 

how to effectively collaborate with the platform.
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W H Y  B I L I B I L I  W H E N  M Y  B R A N D  I S  A L R E A D Y  O N  Y O U T H  P L A T F O R M S

L I K E  T I K T O K  A N D  R E D ?

1/ 6（ （
“WHY BILIBILI WHEN MY BRAND 

 
FORMS LIKE TIKTOK AND RED ”

The real question here should be: compared with other platforms, what are 
the competitive advantages of Bilibili when it comes to capturing the 
younger audience?

If Tiktok and Red are ideal platforms for explosive content that need “aggres-
sive” pushes especially during the key promotion periods of the brands, then 
Bilibili is good at seeding content, and focusing on long-term accumulation. 
In other words, young people’s love for the brand can be gradually accumu-
lated and re-established. This also means that Bilibili will have a more 
obvious advantage for brands that have aging problems, brands that need 
to be further developed, as well as brands that have just started to build 
from scratch. For outdated brands that choose to enter Bilibili, this move of 
“entering” itself into the community is already a friendly and positive sign 
from the brand to this young audience.

At the same time, brands need to open up their understanding of "young 
people" and realize that they are targeting individuals with different back-
grounds and different needs.

This generation has experienced things in their 20s that were experienced by 
the previous generation when they reached their 40s. As described in the 
video of Bilibili’s 10th anniversary, this generation has already experienced 
transitioning from a student to an adult entering society, from being single 
to getting married and having children, from renting to buying a house, from 
buying a car to changing cars. This generation has a more diverse and 
explorable set of topics to be discussed. Today, the married population at 
Bilibili accounts for more than 40%, and 50% of 26-30 year olds are already 
married1.
1  Data supported by OMC
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“FANTA X BILIBILI
       CREATIVE FESTIVAL”

BRAND

OBJECTIVE

LAUNCH PERIOD

KEY CONTENT

HIGHLIGHT

FANTA

RECONNECT FANTA WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

“Creative Handcraft Lady Spent 300 Hours on Using Fanta Can to Make a Chinese Fashion Peking Opera Phoenix Coronet“ 
collaboration video with uploader “Hongyan”; “Dragon Sings Fanta, Low-Profile Luxury” collaboration video with uploader 
“Chaiquanlaowanzi”; “Self-Made Mohican Style Automatic Drinking Hat” collaboration video with uploader 
“Handcraft Geng”. 

As the classic orange flavor soda brand of Coca-Cola, the label of “classic” represents a status and a constraint at the same 
time. New beverage brands are emerging, and classic brands are developing non-sugar lines and new flavors. Fanta’s voice 
had been diminishing in China market. Fanta however released a global brand video that champions the “fools" that are not 
understood by society, which show  that Fanta is embracing young people’s “silly" pleasures. Therefore, with this kind of 
message and the Creative Festival that Bilibili has been putting on for years, Fanta in China smartly invited Bilibili uploaders 
to play with Fanta in all kinds of creative ways. 
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C A N  B I L I B I L I  D R I V E  S A L E S  F O R  M Y  B R A N D ?

2/ 6（ （

As there are already so many different social media platforms out there, rather than thinking about “whether Bilibili 
can drive sales”, brands should consider “how Bilibili can be leveraged to benefit my brand”. In other words, 
compared to other platforms, what is the unique value that Bilibili can bring?

Young people do not go to Bilibili to search for a definite answer or to figure out whether a product is worth 
purchasing. They do not have a very strong sense of purpose or agenda. Instead, they love to listen to a story, or a 
point of view, which actually opens up a space for brands to communicate brand value, what the brand believes in 
and stands for.

Additionally, when other media platforms are using the short attention span of young people as an excuse to 
compress the length of the content, the longer length of the content on Bilibili offers brands a greater degree of 
freedom, allowing them to share their brand values and stories over a longer period of time. 

“CAN BILIBILI 
 DRIVE SALES 
 FOR MY BRAND?” 
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BRAND

OBJECTIVE

COLLABORATED 
UPLOADER

GIRLCULT

“You are so pretty bae!” “Never body shame.” 
“awwww that’s because you are beautiful already” “just opened orange app (Taobao)”

1.16M PLAYS 870K LIKES 20K COINS RANKED 96TH ON THE PLATFORM
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         AN INTIMATE PHOTOSHOOT”

BE ADVENTUROUS AND BE YOURSELF

LENGTH：9' 16''
RELEASE DATE：

BULLET SCREEN 
COMMENT

VIDEO
COMMENT

HIGHLIGHT

“I followed Liuliu a long time ago. She has always been communicating and advocating the idea of confidence to all girls. I 
love that!” “From now on, I am going to be a normal! confident! girl! And then gradually get rid of the ‘normal’ (in my own 
acceptance). I wore shorts today (I have thick thighs), finished my milk tea, and I am going to be a confident girl!”

The smart choice of the uploader matched the brand value of “being yourself”.

Collaboration with uploaders can also convey brand value through their content creation. For example, uploader "Duoduohual-
in"created a video for the NASA collection of Girlcult. In the video, the uploader started her earth exploration as an astronaut. Even 
though she seemed not to fit in with the crowd, she continues her exploration, conveying the idea that everyone is a unique 
individual fearlessly exploring the world.

As of early 2021, Girlcult has collaborated with 1000+ uploaders, achieved 100 million exposures, and over 30 million engagements1.

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1EU4y157dL?from=search&seid=10911569709473014952&spm_id_from=333.33


I S  B I L I B I L I  P R E M I U M  E N O U G H  F O R  A  L U X U R Y  B R A N D ?

At Bilibili, young people demonstrate evolving aesthetics towards 
content, such as embracing “down to earth” and “authentic” tonality for 
video content. This can be a concern for luxury brands given the tonality 
of the platform does not match the tonality of the brand. In fact, this 
problem is not unique to luxury brands, but a question that all brands 
have. What brands need to examine is not whether the tonality of Bilibili 
is premium enough, but whether they are ready to promote their brand 
to young people on the platform. More specifically, are they ready to 
adjust their brand communication method on Bilibili.

In the video “Houlang”, we see that videos on Bilibili are not only limited to 
ACG and remix videos but are much more diversified. On Bilibili, young 
people continuously go across circles, combining the cultures that are 
seemingly irrelevant to each other. Meanwhile, Bilibili also actively “frees" 
young people, encouraging them to create more original content and 
engage more among different circles. As a result, a brand could view Bilibili 
as an innovation lab for content creation. With an experimental spirit, a 
brand could find the outreach of its brand essence.

Take the examples of the collaboration between Guerlain and Bilibili：

-32

/ 6（ （
“IS BILIBILI PREMIUM  
 ENOUGH FOR 
 A LUXURY BRAND?”



“Massive production, so creative!” “Unlocking the new way of doing sponsored videos!”
“I'm crying.” “Super imaginative!”

“I bought a ¥2780 set in Guerlain's livestream room after watching it. Guerlain you really found the right person. Fire 
 Boy is so awesome!”

As a leading luxury brand in the beauty category, Guerlain had been exploring a new way of expression on Bilibili. For 
the collaboration with Fire Boy, the concept of time loops was expressed in a cinematic way despite the raw production 
and simple narration. Abeille Royale’s core selling point of “recovery” is interpreted as "recovery time" just like something 
straight out of a science fiction film. Guerlain jumped out of the traditional way of communicating skincare products and 
did not use the “luxury tone” to judge the work made by the uploader. Perhaps the tonality per se is not luxurious, but the 
concept and the content is luxury! 

462K PLAYS 7,270 BULLET SCREENS 49K LIKES 36K COINS 9,869 FAVORITES 2317 SHARES 
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“THE UPLOADER IS TRICKED BY THE

BRAND GUERLAIN

PROMOTE THE ABEILLE ROYALE PRODUCT LINE

FIRE BOY COLLABORATED 
UPLOADER

OBJECTIVE

BULLET SCREEN 
COMMENT

VIDEO
COMMENT

LENGTH; 15' 53''

HIGHLIGHT

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1i64y1x7eh?from=search&seid=1671147006136076313&spm_id_from=333.337
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370K  PLAYS 21K LIKES IN THE TOP10 OF THE MOST PLAYED VIDEOS OF THE UPLOADER
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BRAND GUERLAIN

HELING HEALING
COLLABORATED 
UPLOADER

“The quality of this video is so good!“
”If all ads are like this, I will cancel my membership. “
“Healing is spoiled by Guerlain.“ 
”This video is just like a TVC!“

“The uploader saved ¥10 billion for Guerlain.” “I really want to refer to Heidegger’s  ‘art is not 
only a way of expressing the element of truth in a culture, but the means of creating it and providing a springboard 
from which ’that which is’ can be revealed.’ ”

Guerlain found an uploader good at creating content inspired by nature and flowers. Using the effects of makeup and 
outfit to portray Flora, the goddess of flowers in ancient Roman mythology, the uploader created a look that only 
appears in a mythical wonderland out of everyday life. 

BULLET SCREEN 
COMMENT

VIDEO
COMMENT

HIGHLIGHT

LENGTH: 3MIN11S

FAIRY DRESS IS THIS? SPRING, HIDDEN 
UNDER THE FAIRY DRESSES OF YOUNG GIRLS”

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1cQ4y1Z7sW?from=search&seid=13620250709312118507&spm_id_from=333.33


C A N  I  A C H I E V E  T H E  S A M E  S U C C E S S  O F  M I X U E B I N G C H E N G  O N  B I L I B I L I ?

When brands look at the case of Mixuebingcheng, the value driven bubble tea brand, they may remember the brainwashing song-writing but should 
actually focus on the reason behind Mixuebingcheng’s success: an aesthetic expression of the young generation. What they truly liked was the more 
down-to-earth execution of the video.

This shows that brands don’t have to emphasize the idea of “premium” and “consumption upgrade” all the time. Instead, they can utilize Bilibili to explore
a differentiated aesthetic expression disruptive to the category.

An example of this is how OPPO disrupted the product review

-35
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1  The case of Mixuebingcheng: Mixuebingcheng (MXBC), a Chinese ice cream and tea chain targetes lower-tier markets. In June 2021, MXBC released a theme song MV on Bilibili. Young people 

    instantly fell in love with its old-fashioned animation and catchy melody and lyrics (“I love you, you love me, Mixue Ice Cream & Tea…”). Its Chinese-English bilingual version MV reached almost 

    20 million plays on Bilibili. Bilibili users re-created the song through remix, adding filters, or even translating the lyrics into different languages. Thanks to its sudden popularity, MXBC is now 

    widely considered as the most successful brands marketing on Bilibili.

“CAN I ACHIEVE THE SAME 
 SUCCESS OF MIXUEBINGCHENG1 
 ON BILIBILI?”
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“The brand needs to give the uploader more money!”
“Repeat a year of school vs. start working is really a good question to think about.”
“Run away or you will cry.”
“Being a student of Civil Engineering, I teared up.” 

In the digital section of Bilibili where product reviews are everywhere and 
OPPO told a different story. In the video, there is no fancy language talking about the functionalities of the 

phone, no vibrant images depicting the scenarios of people using the phone. Instead, it portrays a bitter-sweet story of 
a student couple in junior colleges using the function of “dongdong” to convey their love when they were not able to see 
each other in person. Unlike any other product review videos on Bilibili, while implying the functionality in a very 
“unrefined” style, OPPO also successfully created an emotional connection with Bilibili users.  

3.53M PLAYS 31K BULLET SCREENS 290K LIKES 286K COINS 66K FAVORITES 45K SHARES 

BRAND OPPO

LAUNCH IP COLLABORATED PHONE, COMMUNICATE 
THE “DONGDONG” FUNCTION WHICH ALLOWS THE 
BACK OF THE PHONE TO TRANSMIT LOVE SIGNALS

DIRECTOR XIAOCECOLLABORATED 
UPLOADER

OBJECTIVE

BULLET SCREEN 
COMMENT

HIGHLIGHT

LENGTH: 15MIN19S

”A LOVE STORY, THEN 

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV12L411J7qT?from=search&seid=4800633446389105370&spm_id_from=333.337


The uploaders on Bilibili do not resist commercial content, but do resist 
brainless and “shout out” type of content. Uploaders have their own 
creative pursuits as part of the community and want to make the commu-
nity a better place through content creation.

Users are accepting when uploaders collaborate with brands, but what 
they truly care about is the watching experience. Therefore, when brands 
consider collaborating with uploaders, they should consider how to 
leverage an uploaders’ skillset in telling a good brand story, that also adds 
value to the content of the uploaders own creations. 

Bilibili is a platform that uploaders can collaborate with brands guilt free 
and transparently. Uploaders can even let the audience know that it is a 
brand sponsored video in the very first second, as what the uploader 
“Banfoxianren” has been doing — a “collaboration statement“ in the 
beginning of every sponsored video. 

However, it should be noted that when collaborating with brands, uploaders 
may not accept all the requests from brands, but this is not because they are 
refusing a commercial collaboration. Instead, they want to carefully “filter” 
content in a Bilibili way. In order to create good content, uploaders want to 
choose a brand that matches their image and talent. 

If we call this process a “translation” of the brand content, then brands need to 
accept the fact that one cannot do all the translation work. In other words, 
brands need to think about more diversity in ways of “translation” — uploaders 
utilize Bilibili’s self-made content, Bilibili own activity, or even “translate” brand 
content from other platforms.  

 

A R E  U P L O A D E R S  R E L U C T A N T  T O  M A K E  C O M M E R C I A L  C O N T E N T ?
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“ARE UPLOADERS 
 RELUCTANT TO MAKE 
 COMMERCIAL CONTENT?”



10.37M PLAYS 126K BULLET SCREENS 321K COINS
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“The very video that got me onboard.”
“ It successfully made me hungry.”
“ Content is always so good.”

Sheep Cuisine Despite being sponsored content, the 
audience watched all the content of how the uploader replicated Nestlé Cube as they believed in and appreciated 
her creativity. This commercial food content video made the the audience feel surprised and willing to try. 

BULLET SCREEN 
COMMENT

“THE SISTER OF LONGYIN: 
  SHEEP WHISTLING 
  STRAWBERRY” LENGTH: 5MIN47S

BRAND  NESTLÉ

PROMOTE NESTLÉ CUBE

SHEEP CUISINECOLLABORATED 
UPLOADER

OBJECTIVE

HIGHLIGHT

IN THE TOP5 OF THE MOST PLAYED VIDEO OF THE UPLOADER

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1SE411J7qV?from=search&seid=5807249372310205034&spm_id_from=333.337
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BRAND GEELY AUTOMOBILE

PROMOTE FUTURE TRUCK DRIVER 

HUAZHABUZHACOLLABORATED 
UPLOADER

OBJECTIVE

“Hardcore ads! love this ad! Can truck man become Transformers?”
“This ad is so premium! Protect every single car person! Geely! dope!”

The proportion of car purchases by the post-90s reached 45% in 20211. There are approximately 40 million potential Gen Z 
consumers expected to have demand for a car in the future2. Gen Z has become the main target for automobile brands. 
Geely Automobile started exploring ways to connect with young people on Bilibili including dialect RAP and everyday office 
scenes which did not seem to work. Geely lacked core content and a distinct brand image. This changed when Geely 
collaborated with an uploader where they were able to match the uploader’s skillset with the program message. This 
resulted in high quality video content which projected the image that Geely was there to protect and support all drivers. In 
the video, the uploader did not spend time explaining the program or talking about what the brand wanted to communi-
cate but visualized the idea of “protection” with the help of his talent. With this in mind, brands should understand that what 
most impresses the audience on Bilbili is the talent of uploaders . 

8M PLAYS 615K LIKES IN THE TOP5 OF THE MOST PLAYED VIDEO OF THE UPLOADER

BULLET SCREEN 
COMMENT

HIGHLIGHT

“ ”

LENGTH: 1MIN38S

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1Lg411T7iK?from=search&seid=16704077491942119947&spm_id_from=333.33


Platforms such as Tiktok, Red and Zhihu have already reached a high level 
of commercialization, which means that it is easier for brands to find a 
pattern and replicate success on these platforms. This however is not true 
for brands when entering Bilibili due to a lack of content standardization. 
This lack of content standardization means that it is more difficult to 
measure and replicate success of content creation in a short period of time.

Through cross-circle collaboration, Bilibili self-made shows  and activities, 
brands have more space to experiment, rather than simply replicating the 
brands’ own content from other channels. Through bullet screens, brands 
can obtain the latest  most detailed feedback, and even get some 
advice and guidance from users. It is the iteration of the process of 
uploading videos, obtaining feedback, and improving the content creation 
accordingly that will help brands on the platform.

Brands need to experience a period of exploration to find their own way of content 
creation on Bilibili. Rather than rushing to create an account on Bilibili, brands should 
have a clear plan of what core brand elements need to be retained and what new 
approaches should be explored. Brands should also have a mindset of “test and 
learn” in their content creation efforts to connect with the audience. If a brand has 
already created an account at Bilibili, it’s probably better to wait and customize 
content rather than filling the channel with standardized content from other channels 
which would result in a negative brand impression of being too eager.

Standardized content can be easier to create and replicate. Curated content on the 
other hand requires a higher level of innovation and creativity. 

Bilibili is a platform for curated content. Placing standardized content will simply be 
wasting resource and potentially damage brand affinity.

D O  I  N E E D  T O  C U S T O M I Z E  B R A N D  C O N T E N T  F O R  B I L I B I L I ?
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6/ 6（ （“DO I NEED TO 
CUSTOMIZE BRAND 
CONTENT FOR BILIBILI?”
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BRAND LYNK & CO

CONNECT WITH YOUNG PEOPLE WITH 

COLLABORATED 
UPLOADER

OBJECTIVE

“She is flying! This is so good!” “So good! Let’s dance!”
“I’m so happy and proud of Yousa like a mother!”

“Although it is a sponsored video, but it has a high quality, good music. It is a good video!”
“So weird that it is not a typical ad. The music is so good!”
“There are even some memes on the roadside signs, and it’s from the brand!”

21K BULLET SCREENS553K PLAYS 52K LIKES

In the comment section, Lynk provided the original sound track for Yousa’s followers to continue creating, while followers 
also offered impartial comments, affirmation of the overall quality, and feedback on the lyrics. 

BULLET SCREEN 
COMMENT

VIDEO
COMMENT

HIGHLIGHT

“ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 
LENGTH: 3MIN43S

 REACHED BILIBILI TRENDING VIDEO RANKING 3 TIMES
 

https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1SX4y1F71J?from=search&seid=8792942348413027967&spm_id_from=333.337
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